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Amr diab album kol hayaty

29. August 2018 05:36 · Cole Hayaty - Amr Diab ❤  My Life You are my life and my hope is that you spent every moment with my love and my passion I spent every moment with you and my life saw my life with you and I see my life with your eyes I fly on the wings of fantasy and you feel jealous of myself when it comes to you you steal all my moments It's all people and you're always in my heart
and you made no one live in a world that lived in a beautiful world of your love and you call me and write me a song of whispering joy and we write a song of joy that weaves with the threads of the sun and I alone we live the sweet season of life and the whole world makes everything to all of us after #AmrDiab의 years of patience #AmrDiab-#Kol_Hayaty Produced by Album Cole Hayati, #Nay ©2018. Pre-
order on iTunes: lyrics: Turki al-Alshaik, composer:... I am sorry! Is your network connection unstable or your browser outdated? Pop star Amr Diab's summer 2018 album Kol Hayati (All Of Me) will be released today for Vodafone users only and worldwide on October 3. Only fans who sign up for Amr Diab's World, an SMS subscription service on the Vodafone Egypt network, will receive a link to listen to
and download the new album on their mobile phone. Diab's Cole Hayati's summer 2018 album costs a one-time payment of EGP15 ($0.90) via Vodafone Carrier. and when can non-Vodafone users listen to the entire album? Apple Music has announced that the entire album will be released on October 3. In August this year, Diab and Vodafone launched a teaser campaign with a nearly weekly release of
their new song, supporting marketing activation to gain more subscribers to Amr Diab's World SMS service. Six of the 10 songs were released, including Da Lu Essab, Tally, Cole Hayati, Harding, Yetalemo and Bayen Havait three days ago. Marshmallow, American electronic music producer and DJ. However, this marketing strategy has helped Diab topped 6.5 million views on YouTube since releasing his
first song on August 2, and has become a popular music video for every new song, jumping beyond Egypt's Google Trends and dominating Apple Music and Anghami trends in the Middle East. I am sorry! Is your network connection unstable or your browser outdated?
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